
FOR: BOWLS, CRICKET, TENNIS, FOOTBALL, BASEBALL, RUGBY, GOLF GREENS, 
SPORTSGROUNDS, SCHOOLS & UNIVERSITIES, LOCAL AUTHORITIES

VERTICUTTING, SHALLOW SOLID TINING, BRUSHING, CLEANING ETC.

IMPROVES THE HEALTH AND PLAYABILITY OF SPORTS TURF SURFACES

ACHIEVES EXCEPTIONAL OVERALL SURFACE  
QUALITY AND APPEARANCE

22”, 26”, 30” & 34” WIDTHS

The Ultimate in Turf Grooming, Mowing and Maintenance

Application specific cassettes to replace 
OEM cutting reels 

Using the universal chassis, and appropriate 
adaptor kit, the TMSystem™ is the only cassette 
system to transform your triplex greens or 
lightweight fairway mower into a ‘complete’ turf 
maintenance system.

A versatile system to save the need to buy 
individual machines. 



Wrenchless 
height 
adjuster

Easy 
adjustment 
on-course

Rear roller 
Power Brush 
(RRPB) 

Adjustable 
rear roller

The Ultimate in Turf Grooming, Mowing and Maintenance

INFINICUT® Pedestrian 
Mowers

Sports turf 
application  
on modified  
John Deere 2500

5 Gang Fairway 
Mower

TMSystem™

The ultimate system to unlock the full potential of your John 
Deere, Toro or Jacobsen fairway or triple greens mower into 
multi-use units for ‘Complete Turf Refinement’. To go further, 
replace all three cutting heads on a JD 2500 with three 30” 
SMARTCut™ reels to achieve an 85” cutting width dedicated 
sports turf mower. The kit contains all necessary components to 
complete the adaptation.
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Cassettes for the Grooming, Mowing and Maintenance 
of all sports turf surfaces.

PowerBrush™ 22” 26” 30” 34”

UltraGroomer™ 22” 26”

SMARTVibe™ 22” 26”

Glamorgan CCC

“We’re passing over the square with the UltraGroomer™ every 3-4 weeks 
and each time are amazed at the amount of debris and organic matter 
we’re taking out – we’ve now got a square which is clean, carries good 
pace and encourages strong, healthy plant growth.”  Robin Saxton

TurfClean™ 22” 26” 30” 34”

StaticBrush™ 22” 26”

SpringRake™ 22” 26” 30” 34”

Grooming Cassettes

HYGIENE The TurfClean™ cassette is designed to ensure even 
collection of debris from the surface and also further down into 
the turf canopy.

GROOM The UltraGroomer™ cassette has over 80 1.3mm 
tungsten carbide tipped blades spaced at 5mm apart to ensure 
your greens are maintained in the best condition.

LEVEL The patented SMARTVibe™ cassette is the only integrated 
vibratory cassette in the world.

BRUSH The PowerBrush™ cassette is designed to ensure even 
collection of debris throughout the length of the grass catcher, 
maximizing the volume.

TOP DRESS The StaticBrush™ cassette is a very effective 
method of working sand into greens.

GROOM The SpringRake™ cassette is designed for a less 
aggressive approach to removing organic matter at the base of 
the plant and is also effective at debris removal.



SarelRoller™ 22” 26” 30” 34”

StarSpiker™ 22” 26”

RazorCutter™ 22” 26” 30” 34”

Scarifier™ 22” 26”

ThatchMaster™ 22” 26” 30” 34”

Wantage Bowling Club

“Passing the SarelRoller™ over our green 
fortnightly keeps the surface open and, 
used in conjunction with other cassettes 
from the TMSystem™, means our green is in 
better condition than ever.”  Dean Gibbons

 Warwick Independent School Foundation

“Our 34” INFINICUT® is equipped with a 7 blade SMARTCut™ reel which 
delivers a really superior quality of cut. In a short period of time, it has 
made a noticeable difference to the health, presentation and quality of our 
rugby pitch and cricket square.”  Duncan Toon

SMARTCut™ 
with Groomer
22” 26” 30” 34”

Mowing Cassettes

Maintenance Cassettes

MOWING The SMARTCut™ cutting cassette is designed for 
both Fine Turf & Sports Turf applications and offers unrivalled 
quality of cut, versatility and ease of maintenance.

SCARIFY The Scarifier™ cassette is the obvious choice for 
greens that already have thatch at depth. 

22” 26” 30” 34”SMARTCut™  
7, 11 or 14 blade options

The optional Groomer attachment contra rotates to achieve the 
maximum effect in alleviating grain and turf density problems.

AERATE The SarelRoller™ cassette, if used regularly, will prevent 
surface sealing of fine turf resulting from the effects of rolling and 
air-born silt.

AERATE The StarSpiker™ cassette provides an alternative 
method of reducing surface sealing whilst using the same 
principles as the Sarel roller.

DE-THATCH The ThatchMaster™ cassette is used to prevent 
thatch accumulation and cut through stolons & rhizomes in fine turf.

DE-THATCH The RazorCutter™ cassette produces less stress 
on the grass plant by employing non carbide tipped, laser cut, 
blades.
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